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CHAPTER III. 

ALGEBRAIC ADDITION THEOREMS FOR ANALYTIC 
FUNCTIONS OF MANY INDEPENDENT 

VARIABLES. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Definition. Let f((zi))=f(z1, z2, ...... , Zn) be an analytic function 
of S'i, z2, ...... , Zn defined all over the Gauss space. Let 

(i= I, 2, ...... , n). 

When among these ( 2n + I) functions, there exists a relation 

(1) F(/11, ./22, h1, ......... , }n2, lo) =O, 

where F is an irreducible polynominal of / 11, ./22, ......... , fn2, lo, whose 
coefficients are independent of zi.i (i= r, 2, ...... , n; j= r, 2) and which 
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contains all the f's expricitly, the function f ((z.)) is said to have an 
algebraic addition theorem. 

Our object is to find the form of analytic functions which have this 
property. The main result is: 

Theorem. In order that an analytic function f((zi)), defined all over 
the Gauss space, may have an algebraic addition theorem, it is necessary 
and sufficient that f ((zi)) should be an algebraic fuuction of 

( )P1( )h ( )Pr, 
Z1 +a1 Z2+a2 ......... Zr1 +ar1 , .............. . 

)
Pr,1:_1+1 ( )Prk ·cxzrk+l••·· .. Zrk+l (zrk-1+1 + ar1c-1+1. . ............. Zrk+ark , e , .......... .. 

'1Zrs-1+l•• .... z,.s ,;.,( (1) rl)) h ' . e , 0~ Zr,+ 1 ......... zr,+1, w1 , w2 , ......... , w ere p s are integers, 
positive or negative, the coefficients as well as a1, a2 , ...... , ark' a, ...... , 

(iJ c•J (. - ) . J J ,.f' h . b' d a, w1 , w2 , i- 1, 2, ...... are inuepenuent 0 t. e varza ies, an 
ari+x, ar.+2, ......... , ari;l (i=o, 1, ...... , k- I; r0=o) are or are not 
zero simultaneously. 

I. Lemma I. Let a function cp(z) be analytic in the whole Gauss 
plane. For any two arguments Zi, z2, if there exists a relation 

where G(u, v, w) is an irreducible polynominal of u and v and is analytic 
with respect to w in the whole plane, then cp(z) is either 

i) an algebraic function ef z; or 
ii) an algebraic function ef ecxz; or 

iii) an algebraic function ef r,i(z, Wi, wJ. 
In virtue of (2 ), the analytic function cp(z) has only a finite number 

of branch points in any finite part of the plane. Accordingly z1 and 

z2 (z1 + Z2=constant) may describe certain closed circuits, by which 
cp(z2) returns to its initial element while cp(z1) changes into any other 
element. As (2) always holds for continuations and G is a polinominal 
of cp(z1), the number of all branches of cp(z1) is finite, i.e. cp(z) is a 
.finitely many-valued function of z. Let these branches be <p1(z), cpz(z), 
......... , <pn(z). Eliminating these values from 

and 
G(cpt(z1), <p(z2), z1 +z2)=0, (i= 1, 2, ......... , n) 

S1 ('PilZi), 'Phi), ......... , <p,/zi))=Si(cp(z1)) 

where Si is any symmetric polinominal of 'Pi, <p2, ......... , <p,,., we have 
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where G1 is of the same character as G. Again, eliminating cp1(z2), 
cplz2), ......... , cpn(z2) from 

G1 (Si(<p(z1)), <p/z2), z1 +z2)=0 
and 

S 2 (<p1(z2), <pz(z2), ......... , <pn(z2))=S2(<p(z2)), 

where S2 is any symmetric polinominal (identical to or different from 

S1) of <pi(z2), <pz(z2), ......... , <pn(z2), we have 

where G2 1s of the same character as G and G1• In G2, Si(<p(z)) and 

Sz(cp(z)) are evidently uniform functions of z. Putting S1=S2=S, we have 

Gz(S(cp(z1)), S(<p(z2)), Z1 + Z2) =O. 

This is an extension of the assumption of Weierstras's theorem1 and the 

same result follows by a similar proof. Put 

( cp-<pi)(<p-<pz) ...... (<p-<pn)"=E,<pn + _s<l)<pn-1 + S(2)<pn-2 + ...... + 5cnJ. 

Th S eil ( · ) • • 1· · I f en , z= I, 2, ...... , n, 1s a symmetric po momma o <p1 , <p2, •••••• , 

'Pn- Put S=S(i> in (3), and we have the result that SCil is a rational 

function of z, or of ect.z, or of r,i(z, w1, w2) and r,i'(z, Wi, w2). Again, 

putting S1=SW and S2=SUJ, (i=J=j), in (3), it follows easily that SCil 

and SCil are of the same character, i.e. they are rational functions of 

z, or of ect.z, or of r,i(z, w1, w2 ) and ~'(z, w1, w2) simultaneously. Hence 

<p(z) is 

i) an algebraic function of z; or 

ii) an algebraic function of ect.z; or 

iii) an algebraic function of ~(z, w1, w2). 

2. Lemma 2. Let D(z) be a finite domain of z and E(z, z') be a 

field suclz that z is any point in D while z' is any finite point in the 

whole Gauss plane. If <p(z, z') be a function which satisfies the conditions: 

i) regular at any point in E, 
ii) entire junction at most of a finite order p in z' for any fixed 

value z in D, 
iii) uniformly increasing function of z' for all z in D,2 

1 Osgood:-Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie I. Zweite Auflage, p. 492. 
2 If, for any prescribed positive value E, there corresponds a value R such that 

p+E 
I q,(z, z') I~/ for I z1 j~R and for all ~ in D, q,(z, z1 ) is said to be uniformly zncrea_ting 

function of z1 for all z in D. 
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0stf 
( ~• z') is an entire function, at most, of the pth order in z' .for 

z• 
the same value ef z, where s zs any positive integer. 

Let 

where an(z), (n=o, r, ...... ) are regular functions of z in D, and z=a 
be any point in D. Then since an(z) is regular in D, it may be ex
pressed as a power series of (z-o.) in the vicinity of z= a so that we 

have 

for I z-a I LR, where 13nm, (m=O, r, 2, ....•. ), are constants, and the 
domain represented by jz-a/ LR is entirely in D. Let M be the 

maximum value of j9(z, z')I for lz-ajLR and jz'jLR'. Then Mis 
finite so far as R' is finite, and we have evidently 

For any positive value e, there corresponds a finite positive value N 
such that 

l a,.(z)z'"+ a,.+1(z)z1n+1+ ...... j L~r_ I+~+...... r Le fif1 '"( f ) fif1 fn 

- R'" R' ( r' )-R'n I--
R' 

for n~N, in which jz'! =r'<R' and lz-ajLR. 
Consequently, (4) is a uniformly convergent series of z in the domain 

represented by J z-a I LR, for any arbitrarily assigned value of z' such 

as lz'l<R'. As R', is however, arbitrary, (4) is a uniformly convergent 
series of z in the domain such that I z-a I LR, for any arbitrarily as
signed value of z'. Moreover a.n(z) is a regular function of z in D, and 

accordingly 'f(Z, z') is termwise differentiable with respect to z. 

(6) 

But we have from (S) 

so that 
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d'an(z) Ir., I oz" Ls(s-1) ...... l IPnsl +(s+ 1)s ...... 2 /-'ns+1l[z-a + ...... 

L M • s! 
- R'R'" ( r )•+1 

I--
R 

s!MR 

where lz-aj =r<R. Hence, we have by (6) 

s! MRR' 

Put I z' I =r' =R' -a where a is a certain positive constant. 
Then 

o'<p(z, z') IL s! JVl(r' +a)R . 
oz' - (R-r)•+1a 

Since <p(z, z') is, by assumption, a uniformly increasing entire function 
of the pth order in z' for all z in D, for any positive value z, there is 

1 
RtP+E 

a corresponding value G such that M < e for all R' ~G and for all 
z in D. Accordingly, for any fixed value of z in D, we have 

I 
o'<p(z, z') L eR'P:e s ! R(r' + a) 

OZ8 - (R-r)•+ 1a 

where z' is so chosen as to satisfy 

s! R (r'+a)Ler'P+s(r's'-s-(1+;,)P+s). 
(R-r)•+1a -

1 Let M(_R1) be the maximum value of \ cp(z, z1 ) \ for \ z'\=R', z being an arbi\rarily fixed 
P+E 

value in D. Then, as cp(z, z1 ) is uniformly increasing, we have M(R')<eR' for R 1 ~G 
and for all z in D. Since ~(z, z1) is, however, a holomorphic function of z1 for any arbi

RIP+E 
trarily assigned value of z, we have M=M(R1), so that M<e for all R 1 ~G and for 

all z in D. 
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By taking R' =r' + a sufficiently great, we may take e and e' as small 

as we please. Hence the proposition is true. 

Lemma 3. Let 

where <p1(z, z') aud <flz, z') are functions which satiify the conditions i), ii), 
and iii) in lemma 2, and are ef the orders p1 and b in z' respectively. 

iJ• If! (z z') Then ' (s: any positive integor), is ef the order at most equal 
iJz·' 

to the greater ef p1 and P2· 

Supposing the greater of p1 and b be jJ, IJ!(z, z') is a meromorphic 
function, at most, of the pt!, order in z' for any assigned value of z in 
D. 

By lemma 2, 
0'P1 and 0'P2 are entire functions, at most, of the pth 
iJz iJz 

order in z', and accordingly iJ If! is a mermorphic function, at most, 
dz 

of the pth order in z'. We may easily prove, by mathematical induction, 

that iJ• IJ!(z, z') is a meromorphic function, at most, of the p th order in 
i}z" 

z', for any arbitrarily assigned value of z in D, where s is any positive 
integer. 

3. We proceed now to prove the theorem. First, we prove that 
the condition is sufficient. 

Letf((zi)) be an algebraic function of (z1 +a/
1
(z2+a2/2 ... (zr1 +ar1t', 

Prk_1+1 Prk <XZrk+1 .••.•. Zrk+l 

•··············, (zrk-i+1 +ark-1+1) ........................ (zrk+ark) , e , 
O'Zr8_ 1+1 ...... Zr8 ( (1) (I)) l . ............... , e , fl Zr,+1 ...... zr,+1, m1 , ltJ2 , ...•........ , w1ere 

p's are integers, positive or negative, the coefficients as well as a1, a2, 

(i) Ci) ( • ) • d d f ••••••••• , ark' a, ......... , a, ltJ1 , m2 , t= I, 2, ...... , are 111 epen ent o 
the variables, and ar+i,ar+2 , ......... ,a, ,(i=o,1, ...... ,k-r;r0=0), 

i i i+l 

are or are not zero simultaneously. 

We denote Zi, Z2, •••••• , z,.1 by I'i, Zr1+1, Zr1+2, ••••••••• , Zr2 by I'2 

and so on. Then the number p of all I' 's thus obtained is evidently 
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less than or equal ·to n. Put 

a(zr +11 +z,. +12) .................................... (z, 1 +z,. z)_,. e ,-1 s-1 s s =/:;, 

4. First, suppose that a1=a2 = ......... =ar
1
=0. As h.1, (i= 1, 2, 

......... ,r1;j=r,2), is an algebraic function of (z11 +z12/ 1 .......... .. 
Pi-1 Pi( Pi+l P,1 X (zi-11 + Zi-12) Zij Zi+ll + Z1+12) ......... (z,11 + z,12) , f2, fa, .... ·: ...... , fl,, we 

may eliminate Z;1, Ziz from these two equations for j= I, 2 and the first 
equation in (7) and we have 

(8) tP1(/;1, /;2, ~i, ~ 2, ......... , ~p)=o, (i= r, 2, ......... , r1), where 
rfli is an irreducible polynominal of /;1, /;2, ~ 1• ~ 2, ......... , ~P' and contains 

ft 1, /;2 , f 1 explicitly. For, if it be reducible, we take one of the irre
ducible factors, which contains at least one of hi, /;2 and f 1 explicitly 
and consider it as (/)1 ; if it does not contain one of hi, /;2 and fi, say 
~1, explicitly, hi and /42 would be independent of each other which is 
impossible by (8). 

Secondly, we suppose that a1¾o. Then we have, by the assumption, 

a/~"':o, (i=r, 2, ...... , r 1). As /4J, (i=r, 2, ...... , r1; j= I, 2), is an 
~ ~1 ~ 

algebraic function of (z11 +z12 +a1) ......... (z._11 +z1_ 12 +ai_1) -(z~1+ a,) 
P,+1 Pr 

x(zi+u+zi+12 +a.+1) ......... (z,.11 +zr12 +a,) 1, f2, ......... ~p, we may 

eliminate zi1 and Ziz from these two equations for j= I, 2 and the first 

equation in (7) and we have 
p. 

<p.(/;i,/;2, ~1, ___ a,"--••_f1=----P-,' f2, ......... , f P)=o, (i= r, 2, ...... , 

~+~+~ p. 
i,-

r1), where <p, ia an irreducible polynominal of /41, /42, ;'°1, ai ;-
1 

Pi' 

(zii + Z;2 + ai) 
~ 2, ............... , ;"P and contains the first four arguments explicitly. 
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P·' 
(z.1 + zi2 + ai) • 

(i=I, 2, •.•..•..• , r1), from (9) and the first Eliminating 

equation in (7), we have 

where fP1 is an irreducible polynominal of the arguments and contains 

h,j, (i =I, 2, ...... , r1 ; j= I, 2 ), and !;1 explicitly. The same reasoning 
holds for ~ ....... , rk, and we have 

(11) fPi=O, (i=I, 2, ...... , k), 

where fP. is of the form (9) or (ro). 
As hJ, (i=rk+I, ......... , rk+1;j=I, 2), is an.algebraic function 

of ~\, /;2, ......... , /; k, !;k+z, ......... , !; P and 

a(zr ,+11 + Zr +12) ...... • .. (zi-11 + Zi-12)z.lzi+1l + ZH12) ...... (z,, l + Zr + 2) e k k k+l k 1 , we 

I. • Azi1 d Azi• fi h · r • may e 1m111ate e an e • rom t ese two equat10ns ,or J =I, 2 

d Az-1 Az-2 A(z•1+z-,) ,. h an e 1 
• e ' = e ' ic =~k+1• W ere 

and we have 

(12) fPk+iC.fa, /;2, ~l, ¢2, ...... , !;k, !;k+h !;kH, ...... , !;p)=o, 

(i=rk+ I, ......... , rk+1), 

where fPk+i is an irreducible polynominal of the arguments and contains 

.fil, /42, !;k+l explicitly. The same reasoning holds for rk+2• ...... , r. 
and we have 

(13) fPi (fj1, /j2, fi, f2, ............ , fp)=o, 

(i=k+ r, ...... , s; j=any one of ri-t + r, ...... , rj, 

where fPi is, as fPk+i, an irreducible polynomial of the arguments and 
contains fj1, fj 2, !;i explicitly. 

Let 

lJi'(r-,(u), r-,(v), r-,(u+v))=o 

be an algebraic addition-theorem of r-,-function. Then we have 
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where i is any one of r.+ I, ............ , r,H and 

As f;,i, (i=r.+1, ......... , r,+i; j=1, 2), is an algebraic function of 

f1, f2, ·········, f., f.+2, ......... , fp and IP((zr,+11+zr,+12) ...... (zi-11 +z;-12) 
X z,;;(z;+n + Z.;+12) •••• •• (zr,+11 + Zr

8
H2)), we may eliminate /p(Bzi1) and lfi(B.z.12) 

from these two equations for j=I, 2 and (14), and we have 

(15) {f),+1(/.1, /;,2, f1, ...... , f., f,+i, fsH, ...... , fp)=O, 

(i=r,+ 1, ...... , r,+1), 

where {J),+1 is an irreducible polynominal of the arguments and contains 

/.1, /.2, f •+1 explicitly. 

The same reasoning holds for I',+2, ......... , 1; and we have 

(16) {f)J_J"J1, /;2, f1, f2, ............ , fp)=o, 

(i=s+ 1, ...... , p; j=any one of ri-t + I, •••••• , r;), 

where (/Ji is, as (/J,+1, an irreducible polynominal of the arguments and 
contains /;1, /22, fi explicitly. 

As .fo=f(z11 +z12, ••••••••• , Zn1 +zn2) is an algebraic function of 
f i, f2, ......... , $ P we have 

where (/JP+1 is an irreducible polynominal of the arguments .lo, $1, $2, 

......... , $P and contains all of them explicitly. 

5. Eliminating $1, $2, ......... , fp from p+1 equations in (II), (13), 
(16) and (17), we have 

(18) 7fl1=0 

where 7fl1 is an irreducible polynominal of the arguments. If one of 
/;,1 and /;,2 be not contained in 7fl1, then the other will not be also. 
This may be shown as in the preceeding article. 
The case where 7Jl1 contains none of .fa and ./42, (i=any one of r1_ 1 + 1, 

......... , rt), will occur when and only when ft may be also eliminated 
by the process of elimination of $ 1, $ 2, ••••••••• , $ t-1t $ t+i, ••••••••• , $ P from 
(/J1=0, •••••••.• , (})t-1=0, (J}t+i=o, ......•.• , {f)P+1=0 (without using (})t=O). 

In this case we first eliminate ft from {f)1=0 and (})PH =O and then 
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eliminate the other es. Thus we have, at least, one irreducible factor 

of the resultant, which contains ./;1 and ./;2, (i=any one of re-i+ 1, 

; ........ , r,), explicitly. Let one of them be 1Jl2, and we have, 

If there is at least one I' such that all /;; which correspond to it 
are contained in neither 1Jl1 nor p·2, then we have, by repeating the 
same reasoning, 

where 1Jli, (i= I, 2, ......•.. , q), is irreducible. Hence, there corresponds, 
to each I'e, at least one 1Jli which contains some of the f's corresponding 
to that I'e. 

6. For suitably chosm cOJz~tants J.2, ).3 , ••••••••• , ).q, all different from 
zero, 

is an irreducible polynomial of all f's which are contained at least zn 
one of 1flv 1Jl2, ••••••••• , 1Jlq and contains all of them explicitly. 

For, let one of the f's, say /ii, be contained in either or both of 
1Jl1 and 1Jl2 and suppose that 1Jl1 and 1Jl2 are polpnomials of the m:" and 
mf' degrees in fi.1 respectively. Then we may assume, without loss of 
generality, that m1~m2• We now assume that there are infinitely many 
values of /1 in the vicinity of µ =O for which 1Jl1+/11Jl2 is reducible, i.e. 

where m and m' are zero or positive integers such that m + m' = 11111 

and Mo, ......... , M,,., No, ......... , N,,,1 are polynomials of f's except 
./ii, contained in 1Jl1 , 1Jl2• Let those values of µ be f1t, µ.2, ••••••••• , /1;, 

......... . Then limp;=o. To each /1;, there correspond 111(~0) and 

nz'(~o) such th;t"' m+m'=mi, and the number of combinations of 
(m, m') is finite while the number of the values of µi is infinite. Ac
cordingly there are infinitely many values of /1; which correspond to 
one and the same combination (m, m'). Considering the limit of these 
values of f1; for i=oo, we have 

As 1Jl1 is, however, irreducible, one of m and m', say 1n, is equal to 
mi, and No is an absolute constant. Hence there is at most only a finite 
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number of µ's in the vicinity of µ=o, for which 1Jl1 + µ 1Jl2 is reducible, 
i.e. 1Jl1 + µ 1Jl2 becomes irreducible for infinitely many values of µ, There 
exists at most only a finite number of values of µ, for which 1Jl1 + µ 1Jl2 

does not contain explicitly at least one of the .f's contained in 1fl1, 1Jl2• 

Consequently, there are infinitely many values ofµ, such that P1 + µ W2 

is irreducible and contains all the f's explicitly, which are contained in 
1Jl1 , lJl2• By repeating the same reasoning, we have the proposition. 

7. Put 

1Jl1+-<21fl2+ ............ +-<q 1Jlq=X1, 

Then X 1 is an irreducible polynomial of all the f's contained in 1Jl1, 
1Jl2, ......... , 1Jlq and contains all of them explicitly. Accordingly X 1 
contains some of the .f's explicitly, which correspond to any one of 

I'1, ~ .......... , rp. 

Suppose that f;,1 and /;,2 be contained in X 1 and that zi be any other 
variable corresponding to the same I', as z. (i~j). X 1 contains /i1 and 

_1i2 when and only when I', is some one of I'i, ~' ......... , I'k and ffle 

has the form as (IO). If X 1 does not contain _1i1 and /i2, we substitute 
_1i1 and _1i2 instead of /;,1 and /;,2 respectively. By all possible such sub-
stitutions, we obtain X1, X2, ......... , Xe, where lLr1(r2-r1) ......... , 
x (r.+i-r,).......... All the f's are now contained in X1, X2, .. : ... , ,Xz. 

(22) X;=O, (i= I, 2, ......... , !). 

By the same reasoning as in the preceding article, there are (!- r) con

stants µ2, µ3, ......... , µ1, all different from zero, such that 

is irreducible and contains all the f's explicitly. 

Let 

Then F is an irreducible polynominal of ./11, J;.2, f 21, ......... , fnz, and .lo 
whose coefficients are independent of z 11 , z12 , z21, ••••••••• , Zn2 and contains 
all the f's explicitly. Hence f((z.)) has an algebraic addition-theorem. 

8. We now proceed to prove that the condition is necessary. Since 
f((z;)) is, by assumption, analytic function of z11 z2, ......... , Zn, defined 
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all over the Gauss space, we may choose a set of fixed points zfJ=a(J, 

(i=I, 2, ...... , n; j=I, 2) such that 

.fli=.f(zu +i12, •••••• , Zi-11 +z,;-12, zu, ZH11 +zi+12, •·····, z,.1 +zn2). 
(i=I, 2, ...... , n;j=I, 2), 

are analytic in the vicinity of Z;j=a;i and satisfy the equation 

(1) F(/11 , ./12, ./21, ......... , ./n2, .fo)=o; 

that is to say, since .f((z.)) is generally a many-valued function, (I) will 
be satisfied by certain branches of .fo and of hi, where the branches, 
being suitably chosen, are regular functions of z./s in the vicinity of 
Z;i=aii• As .f((z.)) is an analytic function defined all over the Gauss 
space, we may easily prove, from ( r ), that .f((z.)) has only a finite number 
of branch points in any finite part of the plane, with respect to any one 
of the independent variables, the other ones being considered as arbitrary 
constants. Moreover, for any assigned values of Z2i, z22, ......... , z,.2, we 
may select closed circuits in the planes of z11 and z12 respectively, along 
which the functions are continuated, such that all .f's except ./11 return 
to their initial elements while / 11 changes into any other element. 
Proceeding in the same way as in the proof of lemma r, we may prove 
that the number of all branches of f 11, considered as a function of z11 

only, is finite; that is, f ((z.)) is a finitely many-valued function of z1• 

Similarly for z2, z3, ......... , z,.. Consequently, f((z.)) is a finitely many-
valued function of Zi, z2, ••••••••• , Zn. 

For arbitrarily assigned values of z•i• (i=2, 3, ......... , n; j= r, 2), 
we may write ./i1=~(z11), .fi2=~(z12) and F=G(~(z11), ~(z12), z11 +z12)=0, 
where ~(z) is an analytic function of z in the whole Gauss plane, and 
G(u, v, w) is an irreducible polynominal of u and v and is analytic with 
respect to w in the whole Gauss plane. Then, by lemma I in §1, 
f((zi)) is an algebraic function of z1, or of e(1.z1, or, of ~(z1, m1, o>2) where 
the coefficients as well as o., m1, w2 are generally functions of z2, z3, 

•..•.••.. , z,,.. We may, however, assume that .f((z;)) is an algebraic 
function of ~(zi, mi, ct.12). For, if the invariants g 2 , g 3 satisfy the condition 
that 6=_rl-27g!=o, then .f((zi)) is an algebraic function of e(1.Z'; if 
g 2=g3 =o, thenf((z.i)) is an algebraic function of z1• The same reasoning 
holds for z2, z3, ......... , z,.. Accordingly / ((zi)) is an algebraic function 
of ~(z1, mi, w2) and is, at the same time, an algebraic function of 

~(z2, !Ji, !J2)-
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9. We assume that at least one of c!J1 and c!J2 is dependent of z2 

and that at least one of !J1 and !J2 is dependent of z1, For simplicity, 
we use the notations z, z' instead of Zi, z2 respectively and consider 
Z3, ............ , z,. as parameters. In the vicinity of the origin suitably 
chosen, each branch of f(z, z') is expansible as follows. 

(23) f(z, z1)=ao(z')+ai(z')z+ ............ +ar(z')z'"+ ........... . 

(24) =A0(z) + Ai(z)z' + ............ + Ar(z)z'r + .......... .. 

where a/z') and Ar(z), (r=o, I, ......... ), are regular in the vicinity of 
the origin. From what has been proved (§8), it follows that f(z, z') 
may also satisfy the irreducible equations 

(25) {bmmm(z')~"',n(z, (lli(z'), (lliz'))+ ......... + bmo(z')}/"(z, z')+ .... .. 

+ {bom/z')~ m 0(z, 01i(z'), colz')) + ......... + boo(z')} =O, 

( b,,,m (z1
) ==), 

(26) {B,,,,"(z)~""(z', !Ji(z), !Jlz))+ ......... BnoCz)}f"(z, z');

1

: ....... . 

+ {Bon
0
(z)~"°(z', !21(z), !J2(z)) + ......... + Bo0(z)} =o,(Bnn,,(z)== I), 

where b(z')'s and B(z)'s are functions of z' and z respectively. Here 
we remark that the relation between z and z' is quite reciprocal, If 
a proposition is made concerning z, z', the same may be directly derived 
only by interchanging the corresponding functions. Hence, to simplify 
this relation, we use for the corresponding elements the letters a, A; 
b, B; m, n. 

Substitute the power series in (23) and 

_I_+ gz(z') z2+ glz') z4+ ....... .. 
z2 20 28 

instead of f(z, z') and ~(z, (ll1(z'), (lliz')) in (25) respectively, and equate 
the coefficient of each power of z to zero. Then an infinite number of 
linear homogeneous equations among b(z')'s, whose coefficients are poly
nomials of gz(z'), glz') and ar(z'), (r=o, I, 2, ..••..... ), are obtained. 
Eliminating b(z''i's from these equations, we have algebraic relations 

among gz(z'), glz') and a(z)'s. Again eliminating gz(z') or g.(z'), we 
may express gz(z') and giz') as algebraic functions of a finite number 
of a(z)'s. This process may be effected without fail. The only ex-
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ceptional case to be considered is that in which giz') and gs(z') are 

eliminated always at the same time. In this case, one of glz') and 

giz') and accordingly one of lrJ1(z') and lrJlz') may be assigned arbitrarily 

and the other may be determined so as to satisfy (25). Let lrJ~1)(z') and 
lrJi2l(z') be two values of lrJ1(z'), and lrJ~1l(z') and lrJ;2l(z') be their corre

sponding values of lrJlz') respectively. Now we have two equations of 

the form (25), which will be satisfied by the same value of f(z, z'). 
Hence there exists, between /p(z, lrJ\1l(z'), lrJ?l(z')) and /p(z, lrJi2)(z'), lrJ;2l(z')), 
an algebraic relation and accordingly lrJ?l(z'), lrJ~ll(z'), lrJi2\:;'), lrJt(z') are 

connected by 

{ 
jlrJ?) = qlrJ?) + rlrJ~l) 

P' lrJ~2) = q' lrJ?l + r' lrJ~11 

where p, q, r, p', q', r', are integers and p~o, p'~o. As w?)(z') is 
arbitrary, let 

where k is real but irrational. We have 

Consequently f(z, z') would have an infinitesimal period, which is cer

tainly impossible unless it is a constant. The invariants glz') and gs(z') 
are, therefore, algebraic functions of a finite number of ar(z'), (r=o, r, 
2, ......... ). Since all ar(z'), (r=o, I, ••....... ), behave regularly in the 
vicinity of the origin, g 2(z') and g 3(z') behave algebraically in the same 

region. By means of linear homogeneous equations of b(z')'s, (bm,,, (z')= 1), 
m 

whose coefficients are polynominals of g 2(z'), g:;(z') and a(z')'s, b(z')'s 
are also algebraic in the same region. Thus, if f (z, z') be regular in 
tlze vicinity ef the origin, then all functions glz'), ga(z') and b(z)'s behave 
algebraically i1t the same region. 

A similar reasoning holds for G2(z), Ga(z) and B(z)'s. 
IO. As f(z, z') and B(z)'s are algebraic in the vicinity of the origin, 

the same is true, by ( 26), of /p(z', Glz), Gs(z)). Hence, all branches 

of lfl(z', Gl:;), G3(z))--¼ are regular functions of z and z' in the 
z 

vicinity of the origin which is suitably chosen. Introduce the functions 
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( lim(((z')-~
1

) =o), 
zl=O Z 1 

( ') _ .f ((z')dz' + C2 a z -e , 

Then all branches of a(z', Glz), Gs(z)) are regular in the same field of 
variations. Moreover 

is a uniformly increasing entire function of the 2nd order in z' for all 

z in the vicinity of the origin. Similarly, the same is true of 

where 
(i=o, r, ............ , n), 

is the coefficient of fCil(z, z') in ( 26). Hence, the numerator and the 

denominator af each branch of {/}(z, z')/a2"1(z, Glz), Gs(z)) are regular 
functions of z and z' in the assigned field and are uniformly increasing 
entire functions of the 2nd order in z' for all z in the vicinity of the 
ongm. Hence by lemma 3, §2, the same is true of the derivatives of 

(/)(z, z')/a2n;(z, Glz), Ga(z)) with respect to z. Substitute the power series 

in (23) instead f(z, z') in (26). Then, differentiating both members of 
the equation r-times with respect to z and assigning zero for z, we have 

ar(z'), (r=o, r, 2, ......... ), as a transcendental algebraic function, at most, 
of the 2nd order. Since g 2(z'), gs(z') are algebraic functions of a finite 

number of ar(z'), r=o, 1, 2, ............ ) (§9), they are also transcendental 
algebraic functions, at most, ef the 2nd order. Similarly for b(z')'s 

(b,,,,,,Jz')= 1) .. 

The same reasoning holds for Gl,'?:), Giz) and B(z)'s (B,m"(z)-=r). 
We may further conclude that, by 

1 If g2(z1):::g3(z')=o, -,,2(z1) will be indeterminate. But in this ca,e, we have w1(z1 ) 

2,,,;(z')=:co, i.e. w1(z') and cut(z') are independent of z1, which is against the assumption (!,9). 
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J(z') all(/ x2(z')=((z') are transcendental algebraic functions, at most, of 

the 2 nd order. 

1 I. Let u1, lt2 be a canonic fundamental system of the solutions 

of 

Then they may be expressed as follows. In the vicinity of ( =O, 

(0) D ( I I 
112 =r1 -, -, 

2 2 

Ill the vicinity of ( = I, 

in the vicinity of ( = oo, 

where F (_!_, _!_, r, x) and F (_!_, _!_, r, x) are holomorphic functions 
2 2 2 2 . 

of x in the vicinity of .x = o, and F(--;--, --;--• I, o) =I. In the vicinity 

of any other point (=O., u1 and u2 are integral power series of ((-a). 
Since Ui, u2 are a fundamental system of the solutions, we may assume 

that u1(a)~o, uia)=o, while dt1~a) ~- Then all solutions of(28) are 

expressible by linear combinations of u1 and u2• 
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Now, ( is a modular function of , which is a ratio of two linearly 
indepenrlent solutions of (28), so that there is a doubly periodic function 
~(z, wi(z'), wlz')) whose periods are solution of (28), the ratio being 
equal to ,. Hence, we may put 

(
29

) f @1(z')=Au1{((z')} +Bu2{((z')}, 

l w/z')= Cu1{((z')} + Du2{((z')}, 

where A, B, C, D are constants such that 

Cu,+Du., . l . . d AD BC"'-_____ 1s a ways pos1t1ve an - ----._o. 
Azt1 + Bu2 

the imaginary part of 

\Ve have, accordingly, 

Cu,{((z')} + Du2{((z')} 
Au1{((z')} + Bu2{((z')} 

Let 

where the summations exclude the simultaneous zero values of m and 
n 111 the expression of mw1(z') + nwlz'). Then, as 

4 ( I -, - (
2

)
3 id 

27 ,,-2( I _ ,-)2 ir 3 - 3 ' ~ ~ 02 -27g2 

we have 

gz(z')r4(z')=gz(z') 

and 

where r(z') is a certain function of z'. 
Consequently, we may assume, without contradiction, that 

wi(z')r(z')=w1(z'), 

wz( z')r( z') = (l}l z'). 
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12. By (29), we see that if a circuit in the (-plane does not contain 

any one of the points o, I and oo, w1 and w2 return to their initial 

values after a complete rotation along the circuit. If the circuit contains, 

at least, one of the points o, I and oo, then at least one of w1 and 012 

will change its value. As ( is, however, a modular function of , for 

group I~:(P, q)=( 1
' 

0
) mod 2, @1 and @2 will change into ±(r@2 +sai1) r, S O, I 

and ±(pw2 +qw1) respectively,1 where p, q, r, s are integers such that 
p= r(mod 2), q=o(mod 2), r=o(mod 2), S= r (mod 2) and ps-qr= r. 
As ps-qr= I, g 2 and g 3 return to their initial values after a complete 
rotation of ( along the circuit. Moreover ((z') is a transcendental 

algebraic function of z'. Hence, ifiz') and itlz'), as functions of z', are 
finitely many-valued functions o/ z' except in the vicinity of the singular 
points. 

"C-plwnB 

y 

• 
-1 0 1 

J-plane 

J 
Fig. 2. 

(l) 

) 

As glz') and glz') are, how

ever, transcendental algebraic func
tions of z' (§IO), they are finitely 

many-valued functions. Accord

ingly the same is true of r(z') 
except in the vicinity of the singular 

points of itb') and gs(z'). 
Since there exists a unique 

correspondency between the sub
domain I of the ,-plane and the 

total (-plane, and since there corre-

spond,= - I, o and CIJ to(=CIJ, I 

and o respectively (Fig. 2 ), 

,(z') = w/z') has a finite value 
w1(z') 

from - 1 and o, at any finite point 

z' where ((z')~o, I, oo. Also 

1 If may be considered generally that li\ and w2 will change into w1<1)= '.Arw2+)sw 1 and 

and ,,;p)='.Ajw2 +'.Aq,;;1 respectively, where (~: ~)=(~; ~) mod 2, and ps-qr= 1. But l,y the 

theory of automorphic functions, there correspond ~=o, ~=I and ~=oo to ~=oo, ~=O and 

~=-I respectively. Hence in the vicinity of ~=I, w1 =AF+BJ•i+Flog(i-~j), w2= CF, 
(~I 1), the constants A, B, C being suitably chosen. Accordingly '.AP= r, ).q=o, ),s= r, so that 

q=o and '.Ajr).s='.A2ps=l. \Ve have, however,ps-qr=ps=I, and therefore ).1=1 or ),=±I. 

Consequently, we have w/ll=±(rw2+sw1) and ,-;;2Cl)=±(pw"+q,;;1)· 
Similarly .the proposition is true in the vicinity of ~=O and ~=oo. 
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cii 1(z'), wiz') can not be zero simultaneously; for otherwise by (29). 
cii1 = Bu2 and cii2 = Du2 in the vicinity of the common zero point and 

accordingly r= ciiz = _!!_ would be a constant. Thus none of cii1 and 
@1 D 

cii2 becomes o or oo at any z' where ((z')~, I, oo. Moreover, cii1(z') 
and cii/z') are, by (29), algebraic in the vicinity of any finite point where 
((z')~, I, oo, and so also for iiz') and ga(z'). As glz') and ga(z) 
are, however, transcendental algebraic functions, r(z') is also algebraic 

in the vicinity of any finite point where ((z')~o, 1, oo. 
13. We assume that there is, at least, one finite point where 

((z')=o. Let one of them be z' =a. As ((z') is a transcendental 
algebraic function, we may assign a neighborhood of z' = a, such that 
no other singular point of ((z') and no other point which satisfies ((z') 
= o, I, or oo is found in it. In this domain, Jtlz') is algebraic except 
at z' =a. We have therefore 

..!.. i 

(30) .tlz')=a0+ai(z'-a)'i. + ......... +alz'-a)T + ........ . 
1 i 

+a_1(z'-a)~ + ......... +a_lz' -a)-T + ......... , 

where A is an integer. But in the vicinity of ((a) =O, cii1(z') and cii/z') 
take the forms (§ I 1) 

w1(z')=AF {C{z')}, 

wlz')=DF1{C('z)} + F {((z')}·{ C + Dlog((z')}. 

Accordingly 

ith')=6o~ 1 

~ (mciii(z')+nciilz'))4 

is continuous at z' = a and take the value 

.tla)= 60•-1-~_1_. 
A4 .i;;;;;.i m4 

This means that, in the expansion (30), the terms of negative powers 

can not occur. Thus, g/z') is algebraic at z'=a. The same may be 
said at any finite point, if one exists, where ((z')=o, I, or oo. Hence 
g2(z') is algebraic at any finite point. Moreover, the number of values 
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corresponding to any finite z' can not exceed that of ((z'), i.e. a certain 

integer. Consequently, g/z') is a transcendental algebraic function. 

Similarly for if'lz') and r(z')= V if'lz')/glz). 
14. Let there be a finite point, say ,-::'=a, such that ((a)=o. Then 

we have, as before (§ 13), in the vicinity of z' =a, 

d 1. - ( ') 60 ~ 1 l I . . 1 d d A an 1mg" z =- -~, w 1ere t 1e summation 1s exc u e m=o. s 
z'-a A 4 llz4 

g/z') is algebraic in the vicinity of :::' =a, if'lz')- 60 ~-
1
- has a zero 

A~~ m1 

of a finite order (that is, it is not of an infinitesrnal order) at z' = a. 
But {log(((z'))} 4 has an infinity of an infinitesimal order at z'=a and 

This is a contradition, and there exists no finite point which satisfies 

((z')=o. Similarly for ((z')= I and ((z') = oo. Accordingly, ((z') 
acquires none of the values (=o, I and oo in any jillite part of the plalle. 
Consequently g/z'), if'iz') are finite for all finite values of z'. 

Similarly, let G.i,(z), Glz), K 2(z), I'(z), Mi(z), ~(z) be the corre
sponding functions to g/z'), g 3(z'), x2(z'), r(z'), wi(.z'), ai/z') respectively. 
Then they have the same properties as the corresponding functions. 1 

15. Suppose that there is a finite point z'=a where r(a)=o. Let 
D be a small region in the z-plane such that all branches of l{z), K 2(z) 
and B(z)'s are regular in it and that M2i(z)+µS2/z), (A, µ=o, ±1, ±2, 
......... ), are different from those points in a small region containing 
z' =a in it. Then all the branches of ~(z', G/z), Ga(:::)) are regular in 
the field of variation such that z is any point in D, while z' is any point 

in the vicinity of :::1 = a. Similarly for 

I See foot note in ~ IO. 
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and its succesive differential quotients with respect to z', where (27) 
is the coefficient of P(z, z') in (26). As the derivatives of (27) with 
respect to z' do not all vanish identically for z' = a, there is a certain 
rational number s (zero being included) such that at least one of the 
limiting values of (z' -a)8f(z, z') for limit z' =a is algebraic in D. Also, 
as 7(z') and b(z')'s are determinate for limit z' =a, we have, by 

{ }

m b (z') ( ) / 8 / Cmo mo Z I / x (z - a)8f(z, z) + ........ + , ~ --, w1(z ), wz(z) + ........ . 
r'n"(z') r(z') 

+ boo(z')=o, (bmm (z')= l ), 
m 

lim~(____!f________, <u1(z'), wz(z')) as an algebraic function of z in D. From 
•'-a r(z') 
what has been proved in §§ 12 and 14, it follows that none of w1(z') 
and wiz') vanishes or becomes infinity for all finite values of z' and 
that the ratio ii> 2(z')/w 1(z') has always a positive imaginary part. Hence 
the same is necessarily the case for wi(a) and wz(a), where ii> 1(a) and 
wz(a) are the limiting values of the certain branches of ii>1(z') and ii>2(z') 
for z'=a, which correspond to one and the same branch of ((z'). As 

lim~(-z-, wi(z'), w(z')) is algebraic, we may suppose that those which 
•'~a r(z') 
correspond to the above assigned branch of ((z') are ~(a,-(z, a), wi(a), wz(a)), 
(i= 1, ......... , n), where, considering that z is an arbitrarily assigned 
value, a;(z, a) is a point in the fundamental parallelogram. Therefore 
a;(z, a)$alz, a) (mod ii>1(a), ii>2(a)) for i~J~ (i,j= r, 2, .••..•.•• , n). For 
any prescribed positive value s, there is a corresponding positive value a 

such that 

and 

_z_ = pw1(z') + qii>Jz') + a,-(z, z~) 
r(z') 

jwi(z')-w1(a)I <a 

lwlz')-wz(a)I <a 

ia;(z, z')-a;(z, a)I <(j 
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for all values of z', which satisfy o< Jz'-aJ <s, where a;(z, a) is certain 
one of a1(z, a), az(z, a), ......... , a,,.(z, a) and p, q are certain integers. 

Determine s so small that 2<1 is less than all I a/ z, a)- aiz, a) I, (i,j= I, 

......... , n; i~j). Suppose z'=z;, z'=z; be two distinct points in the 

region o < I z' - a J < s, such that in the equations 

and 

at least one of the inequalities /J1~jJ2, q 1~q2, i1~i2 holds. Then as 

_z~ takes every value in the vicinity of infinity, there is at least one 
r(z') 

point z' =z~ on the straight line joining z' =z; and z' =z;, for which 

where at least one of the inequalities p;~p;, q;~q~, j/:~.J2 holds. Hence 
we have 

where, in virtue of ,(z~) = ~2t~~ A:real, ai
1
(z, z~)~h(z, z~) or J~~A 

W1 Zo 

There exist infinitely many points such as z' =z~ for which the relation 

(3 I) holds. But the number of all possible combinations of I, 2, ...... , 

n(n-1) d. 1 h . n, such as (ji, ;~), (;~~;;) is ,,.C2=-~-- and accor mg y t ere ts 
2 

at least one combination, say (;~,;~), for which the relation (31) holds 

for infinitely many values of z', which converge to z' = a. In (3 I), 
consider the limit z1 =a. The right number converges to a finite value 

ai
1
(z, a)-ai/z, a). Therefore, as c:ii2f& has a positive imaginary part, 

ai1(a) , 
none of p and q becomes infinity for limit z' = a, and accordingly, there 

are infinitely many values of z' which converge to z'=a and for which 

(3 1) holds for the same values of p, q, J~ ann ;~. In the limit z' =a, 
we have 

p@1(a)+q@z(a)=r1.i/z, a)-ai/z, a), (;~~;;), 

i.e. ai
1
(z, a)=ai/z, a) (mod c:ii 1(a), @z(a)), U1~;;), 
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which is a contradiction. Similarly for all branches of ((z'). Hence, 

r(z') never acquires the value zero 
16. Let G be the aggregate of all branch points of at least one 

of r(z') and ((z'). Then there are four cases to be considered. 

i) G contains no point. 
ii) G contains at least two points which are not branch points of 

f(z, z') where z is an arbtrary constant. 
iii) all points in G, with one exception at most, are branch points 

of .f(z, z') for any assigned value of z, and are infinite in number. 

iv) all points in G, with one exception at most, are branch points 

of f(z, z') for any assigned value of z, but are finite in number. 

We now investigate these cases successively. 

i) As G contains no branch point of r(z') and of ((z'), they are 

mermorphic functions of z'. ((z') acquires, howev~r, none of the values 

(=o, I and CfJ for finite values of z', and hence by Picard's theorem,1 

it is a constant. As r(z') has no zero point at finiteness, -(
1 

is an r z') 
entire function. As ((z') is a constant, so is iiz'). Therefore 

-
1-=4 / giz') is, as gz(z'), an entire function, at most, of the 2nd order. 

r(z')-v gz(z') 

We now substitute - 1-r-i(-z-, aii, @2) for r-,(z, r(z)@i, r(z')@2) in (25). 
r2( z') r( z') 

Then, as b(z')'s are transcendental algebraic functions, at most of the 

2 nd order (§ ro) and /(z, z') is, by ( 26), a transcendental algebraic function 

of the zn,l order in z' for any assigned value of z, r-i(r(:), aii, @2) is, 

by (25), a transcendental algebraic function, at most, of the 2nd order 

in z' for any assigned value of z(¾o). - 1
- being, however, an entire 

r(z') 

function, r-i(-z-, @1, @2) is a mermorphic function at most of the 2 nd 

r(z') 
order in z' for any assigned value of z(~o). But r-i(-e-, @1, @2), 

r(z') 

(z~o ), is of the 2nd order in - 1
-. Accordingly for any prescribed 

r(z') 
positive value e, there is a corresponding vulue R such that 

I .Borel: Le,ons sur !es .fonctions mermorphes, p. 66. 
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l_r -I LI z' 11+z I r(z') -
for all lz'l.::::,,.R. 

Hence, 
r(z') 

i'> a polynomial of the form az' + p, where a. and p are 

constants. We conclude, therefore, that if both r(z') and ((z') ltave no 
branch point, the,z C(z') is a consta!lt and 

r(z') = I . 
az' + fi 

17. ii) As G contains at least two points which are not branch 

points of f(z, z'), let one of them be z' =a. Suppose that CC1l(z'), uP)(z'), 
u/l(z'), w;1l(z'), @£1l(z'), l 1l(z') become i:c2l(z'), u?l(z'), u?l(z'), w;2l(z'), 
w~2l(z'), rC2J(z') respectively after a single description of a closed circuit 

round the branch point z'=a. Then, we have two equations of the 

form (25), which correspond to (.C1'(z') and CC2l(z') respectively. As 

z' =a is, by assumption, not a branch point of f(z, z'), f(z, z') has the 
same values in both equations. Eliminating .f(z, z') from them, we have 
an algebraic relation between fl(z, oJ/l(z'), 01?l(z')) and fJ(z, Wi

2l(z'), w~2l(z')), 
and accordingly <ui1l, w;1l, <ui2\ <u?l are connected by 

where Pi, qi, ri, (i= I, 2 ), are certain integers and p1, p2 are different 
from zero. 

First, we assnme that r(z') has no infinity point at finiteness. As 
@i(z') and wz(z') are always finite and different from zero at finiteness 

(§§ 12 and 14), w1(z') and wz(z') vanish or become infinity simultaneously 
according as r(z') vanishes or become infinity. r(z') has, however, no 

zero point (§ I 5) and no infinity point (by assumption), so that we have, 
at z'=a, Wi

1l(a)=wf2l(a) and w~ll(a)=<u~2l(a), which are both finite. 

Accordingly, we have, in (32), r 1=q2=0. For, if r 1~o, then -r(a)= Pi-qi, 
r1 

i.e. ,(a) is a real quantity, which is evidently impossible. Similarly for 

q2• Consequently, jJ1=q1 and p2=r2 , and we have, therefore, 

r\1'Cz'),Wl(z') = l 2l(z')w/l(z') 

r/l(z')w?l(z')=rc2l(z')w?\z'), 
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or 

We have, however, by (29) 

@i(z')= Au1 {((z')} + Bu2{((z')} 

@z(z') = Cu1 { ((z')} + Du2 { ((z')}, 

where A, B, C, D are constants such that the imaginary part of 

Cui+Duz is always positive and AD-BC~o. 
Au1 +Bu2 

Hence. 

or 

Cz41)(z')+Du?J(z') _ Cut(z')+Du?)(z') 
Aui1)(z') + Buf(z') - A1t;")(z') + B1tt(z') ' 

u?!(z') _ u~2\z') 
u;1'(z') uf(z') ' 

or precisely, 

Suppose that (J- I) be the multiplicity of the branch point z' =a. 

L 2 rr · - /~ · 2rr d b h l . h h et a=cosT-t-y - r smT an µ e t e east mteger sue t at 

aµ=~o and µ$0 (mod J). Substituting (34) in (33), we have 

1 i 

X [a0 +a1 {G\11(z1-aff + ...... +aiai(z'-a)T + ...... }+ ...... ] 

=[b1 {a111(z'-a)+ + ...... +ap;(z'-a)1: + ...... }+ ...... ] 
1 i 

X [ao+a1{ai(z'-a)T + ...... +a.(z'-a)T + ...... }+ ........ -]-
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IL 

Comparing the coefficient of (z' -a) T, we have 

which is impossible unless nlL= r. Consequently ((z') can not have any 
branch point at finiteness, so that it is a constant as before (§ I 6). Ac
cordingly @ 11 @2, g 2, g 3 are all constants. 

Similarly we may prove that z' =a can not be a branch point of 
r(z'), and accordingly that it can not be a point of G. We conclude, 
therefore, that any point of G, which is not a branch point ef f(z, z)for 

any constant value ef z, must be an infinity point of r(z'). 
I 8. Let z' = a be any one of such points and transfer the origin 

to that point. In virtue of (I), we may easily prove that, for suitably 
assigned value of z1, z2, ...... , z,_1, z1+1, •••••• , z11 , f((z.i)) is a transcend
ental algebraical function of zi. Hence, in the vicinity of the new origin, 
each branch of f(z, z' +a) is expensible as follows. 

IL 1 

(24)' f(z, z'+a)=..4-u,(z)z'-T + ...... +A/z)+A1(z)z1T + ........ . 
. i . 

-( ,T -1-Aiz)z + ......... , 

where J.(>o) and p(~o) are integers. We have also 

_ . nlw __ nl 
(26)' {B,,-,11,Jz)_\:> (:/, !2i(z), !2lz))+ ...... +Bn,o(s)}j(z,z'+a)+ ...... 

+ {B0,4z)r->11
' 0(z1

, Qi(z), Q;(z)) + ...... + Bc0(z)} =O,(B,.,,,-,J'J)=- I), 

and 

(25)' {bmmm(z' +a)~mm(z, wi(z' +a), w/z' +a))+ ...... +bmo(z' + a)} 

X fm(z, z' +a)+ ........ . 

+{b0,,.JcJ'+a)_\:>m0(z, (IJ1(z'+a), (l)lz'+a))+ ....... .. 

+ b00(z' + a)} =O, (bmmm(z' +a)= I). 

As g/z'+a), g 3(z'+a) and b(z'+a)'s are algebraic in the vicinity of 
the new origin (§w), we may determine a positive integer 11, (v=-O 
(mod J.)) such that all the branches of giz' +a), giz' +a) and b(z' +a)'s 

..!... 
are uniform functions of X=z' v in the assigned region, having the new 
origin as a regular of a non-essential singular point. Hence all branches 

of z2&:,(z, g/z' + a), gs(z' +a)) are regular functions of z and x in that 
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region and are successively differentiable with respect to x; and so also 
for all the coefficients of the powers of f(z, z'+a) in (25)'. Supposing 
that a be the order of infinity of r(z' +a) at z' =O, the coefficient of 
z2i, (i=r, 2, .•••••••• ), in the expansion of r,i(z,giz'+a),gs(z'+a)) in 
power series of z has a zero at least of the ( 2i + 2 )rl" order at z' = o. 
Accordingly, all the derivatives of r,i(z, giz' +a), ga(z' +a)) with respect 
to x are polynomials of z for x=o; and so also for all the coefficients 
of the powers of f(z, z' +a) in (25)'. Substitute the fractional power 
series in (24)' for f(z, z' +a) in (25)'. Then, differentiating successively 
both the members with respect to x and assigning zero for x, we have 
Alz), (z°= -µ, ......... , o, I, 2; ......... ) as an algebraic function of z. 
Accordingly Giz), Ga(z), K2(z) and B(z)'s are all algebraic functions 
(§9). 

We proved that in the region where ((z') is algebraic-even if 
((z') acquires some of the values o, I and oo-g(z') is also algebraic 
(§13), and that in the region where g(z') is algebraic, ((z') can not 
acquire any one of the values o, I and oo (§14). By the same reasoning, 
K 2(z) can not acquire any one of the values o, I and oo in the whole 
Gauss plane (including the point at infinity), which is impossible unless 
K 2(z) is a constant. Accordingly Giz) and Ga(z) are constants and 

I'(z) = V G/z) / Giz) is an ordinary algebraic function. 

As there are at least two points in G, which are not branch points 
of f(z, z' -t-a) for any assigned values of z, let z' =b(~o) be any one 
of them different from the new origin. Then it must be, by § I 7, an 
infinity point of r(z' +a) and accordingly J(z, a+b) is, by (25)', an 
ordinary algebraic function of z. But I'(z) and B(z)'s are also Con-

sequently r( )z) , SJ, ~) is, by (26)', an ordinary algebraic function 

of z. This is evidently impossible, and hence the case ii) can never occur. 

19. iii) In this case, G contains infinitely many points which are 
branch points of f(z, z') for any assigned value of z. Let G' be the 
aggregate of those points. As all independent variables except Z2=z' 
are considered as parameters, (I) reduces to the form 

where tp(z')=f(z, z') and Fi(zt, v, w) is an irreducible polynominal of 
u and v, and is analytic with respect to w in the whole Gauss plane 
(§8). Considering z; +z~=c be a constant, let the discriminant of F 1 
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with respect to qi(z~) be Fz(qi(z;), c). Then F;=o at any point in G" 
where G" is an aggregate of infinitely many points, each point z~ of 
which corresponds to a certain point z' of G' by the relation z~+z;=c 
and inversely. As F 2 is a polynominal of qiz(z;), we may easily prove 
that all the points in G" may be divided into a finite number of systems 
such that any two points in one and the same system are congruent 
(mod Qi(z), !Jz(z)), while any two points in any two different systems 
are incongruent (mod Qi(z), Qz(z)). As G" contains infinitely many points, 
there is at least one system which contains infinitely many points. This 
is, however, impossible unless there exist two integers p, q(p=q=o being 
excluded) such thatp .Q1(z)+q.Qlz)=constant. Put p.Qi(z) +q.Qz(z)=.Q~ 

and determine Q;(z) such that Q;(z')=.P'Q1(z)+q'Qz(z) and ~f~;~ has 

always a positive imaginary part, where p1, q1 are integers which are 
relative prime and satisfy pq'-p'q=I. Then we may take Q~ and Q;(z) 
instead of Qi(z) and Qz(z) in (26) without effecting any change on Gz(z), 
Gs(z), I'(z) and B(z)'s. If there be any system which contains infinitely 
many incongruent points (mod QD, we have also Q;(z)=constant. Hence 
both Q~ and Q;(z) are constants, i.e. both Q1(z) and !Jz(z) are independent 
of z, which is against the assumption (§9). Accordingly all points in 
G" may be divided into a finite number of systems of congruent points 
(mod Q;). 

Considering z as a parameter, f(_z, z') has a constant period !J~: 
and so has alz'), (i=o, I, 2, ......... ), in (23). Accordingly so also for 

27!'✓=-r I 

gz(z'), ga(z'), r(z'), ((z') and b(z')'s in (24). Put e Q~ z =x. Then 
these functions are transcendental algebraic functions of z. Fro,m what 
has been proved, it follows that ( has, as a function of z, at most only 
a finite number of branch points, and accordingly it reduces, by theorem 
8 in Chap. II.,1 to an ordinary algebraic function of x. By the same 
reasoning as in §18, ((z') reduces to a constant and accordingly t-lz'), 
gs(z') are also constants. Similarly as in §16, we have, for each branch 
of r(z'), 

1
_1 ILi z' l1+e 
r(z') 

for all I z' I :::,.R, 

where e is any prescribed positive value and R is a corresponding value 

1 My first paper; these l\femoirs, vol. VI., no. 3. 
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to e. Accordingly r(z') must be an ordinary algebraic function, which 
has a period Q~. This is evidently impossible and we conclude that case 
iii) can never occur. 

20. iv). In this case, G contains only a finite number of points, 
so that the number of branch points of ((z') is finite. Accordingly, by 
the same reasoning as in §19, ((z'), g/z'), ffiz') are constants, and r(z') 
is an ordinary algebraic function. Also r(z') has no zero point at 
finiteness (§ I 5) and may be, therefore, expressed by an irreducible 
equation 

where tis a positive integer and To(z'), I;_(z'), ......... , 71_i(z') are poly-
nomials of z. 

Similarly, the foregoing reasoning (§§15-20) holds for I'(z) and 
K 2(z), and we may conclude that K 2(z) is a constant while T(z) is an 
ordinary algebraic function which has no zero point at finiteness. 

All the derivatives of r-,(z', Qi(z), Qiz))= .. 1 r.i(~z~'-, Qi, .<J;,), 
I'(z)2 T(z) 

(z'~o), with respect to z are algebraic functions of z' and If>(__!{_, fl.,, SJ~) 
I'(z) 

where z is considered as a parameter after differentiation. Similarly for 

which is the coefficient of .f'(z, z'), in (26). Substitute the power series 
(23) instead of f(z, z') in (26). Then differentiating with respect to z 
and assigning the value zero for z, we have aiz'), (i=o, I, 2, ......... ), 

as algebraic functions of z and .r->(z', Qi(o), Qz(o)). Similarly for r(z') and 
b(z')'s (bmm (z')= 1). By eliminating fiz, z') from (25) and (26), we have 

m 

<P(z', r-,(z', !Ji(o), !Jz(o)), r-,(z', !Ji(z), !Ji(z)), ~( r(z'), iii1, iii2) )=o, 

where <P is a polynomial of z', ~(z', Sli(o), Qio)), r-,(z', !Ji(z), !Jiz)) and 

h( z iii iii) whose coefficients are functions of z. <P contains 
o· r(z') ' 1, 2 

h( z iii iii) explicitly. For otherwise, at least one of the values 
o· r(z') , 1, 2 

of fiz, z') which are determined by (26) would satisfy (25) for any value 
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of r-i(______!!___, ii>1, w2), and accordingly there would be an algebraic rela
r(z') 

tion between ~(z, r(z')aii, r(z')w2) and r.i(z, r(z')aii1l, r(z')aik1l) for any values 
-(1) 

of z and z', where Wi1\ a1~1
J are arbitrary constants such that ~ has 

alilJ 
a positive imaginary part. But this is evidently impossible. There are 

infiqitely many values of z whose limiting value is zero and for which 

I'(z)/I'(o) is a rational number. Let z=z0 be any one of them. Then, 

we may assume that the function <P for z=z0 contains r-i(~, iiii, w2) 

r(z') 

explicitly. For otherwise, <P does not contain ir->(---/cz'), ii>1, w2) 

explicitly for infinitely many values of z whose limiting value is zero : 

and so also for all values of z in the vicinity of z=o, which is impossible. 

For z=z0, S.J1(0), S.Jz(o), S.Ji(z0), S.Jz(z0) are connected by the relations (32) 

and hence between p(z', S.Ji(o), S.Jz(o)) and p(z', S.Ji(z0), S.Jz(zo)), there exists 

an algebraic relation. Accordingly <P=o reduces to 

As p(~, ii>1, w2) is not an ordinary algebraic function, IP1 contains 
r(z') 

~(z', !21(0), fJz(o)) explicitly. Accordingly p( r(;'), ii>1, w2) must be a 

transcendental algebraic function of the 2nd order in z', so that for each 
branch of r(z'), there exist infinitely many values of z', say z;, (i= I, 

· 1· ' - ) r h" h 1· r(z:) - Th c · 'T( ') · 2, •........ , 1m zi-00 , 1or w 1c tm--- I. ere101e, 1 0 z ts a 
~m ~a~ 

polynomial of the t th degree, and r(z') has at least one infinitely point. 

Let z' =a be one of them, and transfer the origin to that point. Then 

we have, as before (§18), (25)' and (26)' where B(z)'s, (J.Jnn (z)=;I), are 
n 

algebraic functions of z. If G contains at least one point, say z' =b, 

which is different from the new origin and is a branch point of f(z, z' + a) 

for any assigned value of z, the discriminant :i)(B(z), p(z', S.Ji(z), !Jz(z)) 
of (26)' will vanish identically for z' =b and for all values of z, where 

5) is a polynomial of p(z', S.J1(z), S.Jiz)) and B(z)'s. Accordingly, 

[:i)]z1-b=o shows that r.i(b, S.Ji(z), fJz(z)) or r-i(-b- 7i n) is an alge-I'(z) , >l"1, ""2 
braic function of z, which is impossible. Next, if there be a point of 
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G, which is different from the new origin and is not a branch point of 

j(z, z'+a), then it must be an infinity point of r(z'+a) (§17). But 

similarly, as in § 18, we may prove that r(z' + a) has at most only one 

infinity point at finiteness. Consequently in all cases, r(z' + a) has no 

branch point, except the new origin at most, that is to say, 1 

r(z' +a) 
has at most only one singular point-the branch point at the new origin 

-in the finite part of the z' -plane. Hence, in the vicinity of the new 

origin, all the branches of ( 1 may be expressed in the form 
r z' +a) 

r(z' +a) 

where y is a fh root of z' and s is a certain positive integer. Then the 

above expression is regular for all finite values of y, so that it is a 

polynomial or an entire function of y. As ( 
1 

) is, however, an r z' +a 1 

algebraic function of z', it can not be an entire function of y=z'T i.e. 
I 

it is a polynomial of y. Moreover, as ( has no zero point ex-
r z' +a) 

cept the new origin at finiteness, we have 

r(z' +a) 

As ~~~ r(:f = r referring to the old origin, we have s = t, i.e. 

r(z'+a) 
a.oZ'· Moreover, we have C(z')=constant, and hence we con-

elude that case iv) can never occur. 

21. 

we have 

In short, all the cases except the first one are inadmissible, and 

necessarily r(z')= 1 and ((z') constant. Similarly by 
o.'z'+/3' 

repeating the same reasoning, we have I'(z)= 1 and K 2(z)= con-
az+/3 

stant. 

Now we transfer the origin to the point (-/3, -/J') and (25) 
a o..1 

becomes 
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x/''(z-fi, z'-L)+ ........ . 
a a' 

+{be,n, (z') r-, m1°(z, aii , aiz )+ ......... +bo.(z'))=o, 
u a'z' a'z' 

where b's are algebraic functions of z' (§18). The equation (25)" may, 

therefore, by written in the form 

+Pi(r-,(zz'+ aii, aii ), f(z-L, z'-L))=o, 
a' a' a a.' 

where Po, Pi_, ......... , Pi are polynomials of r,i and f. We may determine 

the field of variation E(z, z') of z and z' such that for any values of z 
and z' in E(z, z'), f and P's are continuous. First, we assume that there 

exist three integers p, q, r(p~o), which satisfy the relation. 

n ai ai 
(37) P-~~-1 =q-1 + r~2-. 

a a' a1 

Substitute z1 + p ~ i, (i =O, I, 2, ............ ), for z' in (36). Then, as 
az 
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wc have P0 ( fl, f)(z' + p' Ri i)i+ ......... +R(r->, f)=o. 
oz 

Considering limit i=oo, we have necessarily 

Secondly we suppose that there are no integers which satisfy (37). Then, 
we may find integers pi, q,, ri, (i= r, 2, ......... ), such that 

where limit 3i=o. For z, z' in E(z, z'), we have 
i=YJ 

=f(z-L, z'-L). 
a a' 

Accordingly, substituting z' + pJfi-ae; -z' + qiiJ, + r/iJ 2 for z in 
az a'z a'z 

(36), we have similarly 

P.(~(zz', aii, @2 ), f(z--t_, z1-L))=o. 
a' a' a a' 

Hence, in both cases, f(z-L, z'-L) is an algebraic function of 
a a' 

~(zz') where the periods as well as the coefficients are independent of 
z and z'. If @1 or @2 be a function of some of zi (i= 3, 4, ......... , n), 
then, wc repeat the same reasoning as before and accordingly, referring 
to the initial origin, we have generally 

where the periods A,µ and ai, a2, ......... , a, are absolute cons_tants and 
the coefficients are independent of Z1, z2, ......... , z,. 
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22. Consider zij, (i=r+I, ......... ,n;j=1,2), as parameters and 
put zi1=zi2=zi, (i=I, 2, ......... , r). Then we havef;,1=./i2 =./4, (i=I, 
2, ......... , r), and (I) becomes 

(1)' F(/2, /2, ......... , f,., fr+u, fr+12, ......... , /,,2, /o)=o. 

Supposing that a£~, we assign suitably chosen values to zi, (i=2, 3, 

......... , r), such that rational while 

zz2 + a2 is real and irrational. In ( 1 )', /2 is a doubly periodic function 
Z2+a2 

of z1 whose periods are 

and µ 

f;,, (i=2, 3, ......... , r), is a doubly periodic function of z1 whose periods 
are 

and 
/1 

./0 and f;,j, (i=r+ I, ......... , n; j= 1, 2), are doubly periodic functions 
of z1 whose periods are 

and µ 
2(2z2+ r12) ......... (2z,.+ a,.) · 

Each period of any one of all f's except ./2 is in a commensurable ratio 

to the corresponding one of /2 and those f's are therefore algebraic 

functions of /2. Hence, in virtue of (I)', ./2 must also be an algebraic 

function of /2 and the relation (37) subsists among the periods of /2 and 

f "' Th. · h · ·bl · 2 z2 + a2 • • • 1 C o J 2, 1s 1s, owever, 1mposs1 e, smce · 1s 1rratlona. on-
z2+ a2 

sequently, we have a2=o. Similarly a1=a2 = ......... =ar=O. 
As f((zi)) is a doubly periodic function of zj, U= I, 2, .....•..• , r), 

we have 
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and 

where g 2 and g3 are absolute constants. If /((z,)) be a simply periodic 
function of zj, f:::.. (jJ=o, or g;-27gf=o and accordingly /((z,)) is a 

simply periodic fuuction of z1z2 •••••••• • z" i.e. it is an algebraic function 

f Kz1Z2 •••••• Zr h K · · d"ffi t fi o e , w ere ts a certam constant 1 eren rom zero. 
23. We have hitherto discussed this problem under the assumption 

that at least one of c1.11 and w2 is dependent of z' and that at least one 
of !}1 and !}2 is dependent of z (§9 ). We now assume that at least one 
of w1 and w2 is dependent of z' while both !}1 and !22 are independent 
of z. As ,$21 and !}2 are independent z, we may conclude, from ( 23) 
and (26), that all a(z')'s are algebraic functions of ~(z', !21, !22,) 
and accordingly the same is true of b(z')'s, (bmm (z')=== I), gz(z'), gs(z') 

and ((z'). Thus, ((z') is an algebraic function ot ~(z', 91, !22), of /(z', 
or of z', and in all cases, it must be a constant.1 We have accordingly 

r(z')= 1 (§§16-20). But r(z')= V g2/gz(z') is an algebraic func-
a'z' +{i' 

tion of ~(z', 91, 92) and we have consequently a'=o, i.e., r(z')=constant 
or !21 = !22= oo. If !)1 = f.J2= oo, f(z, z') and b(z')'s will be algebraic 

functions of z' for any assigned value of z, and so will 

This is however impossible, and r(z') must be a constant, i.e., both w1(z') 

and wz(z') are independent of z'. Hence, if one of the conditions 

i) both w1(z') and wz(z') are independent of z', 
ii) both Qi(z) and f.Jlz) are independent of z 

subsists, then the other will follow necessarily. 
24. From §§22 and 23, we may conclude that if /((z,)) be an al

gebraic function of z,, it can neither be an algebraic function of 
~(zj, c1.11, w2), (i~j), nor an algebraic function of eazj, w1, w2, or a being 

dependent of z,. For suitably chosen functions a'(z') and a(z), if f(z, z') 

be an algebraic function of a'(z')(z + a) and be, at the same time, an 
algebraic function of a(z)(z' + o.'), in each· of which the coefficients are 

1 As ~(z') acquires none of the value o, I and oo, it can not be an algebraic function 

of ~(z', 0 1, 0 2). By the same reasoning as in the proof that K2(z) is constant (irS), ((z') 
can not be an algebraic function of z1 or of x==.eK•'. 
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independent of z and z', then a(z) and a'(z') must be algebraic functions 

of z and of z' respectively and a'(z')(z+a) is an algebraic function of 

a(z)(z' +a') whose coefficients are independent of z and z'. 

Q0(0.(z)(z' +a')){a'(z')(z+a)}q+ ......... +Qg{a(z)(z' +a'))=o, 

where Q0, ••••••••• , Qq are polynomials of a(z)(z' +a') whose coefficients 

are independent of z and z'. If a'(z') has a zero point at finiteness, it 

must be a zero point of Qg{a(z)(z' +a')) which depends on z unless it 
is z' = -a'. Similarly, if a!(z') has an infinity point at finiteness, it must 

also be the point z' = -a'. By the same reasoning, we may prove that 

if a'(:/) has a branch point at finiteness, it must also be the point z' = -a' . 
.J!.... 

Hence we may easily conclude that a'(z')=A(z' +a') P where A is a 
constant different from zero and p, p' are integers, positive or negative; 

and accordingly J(z, z') is an algebraic function of (z+a)P(z' +a')1''. 
P1 P2 

In general,/((z;)) is an algebraic function of (z1 +a1) (z2 +a2) •••••••••• 
p 

X (zr+ar) r where p1, p2, ••••••••• ,p, are integers, positive or negative, 

and ai, a2, ••••••••• , ar are constants. 

Consequently f((z;)) is an algebraic function of (z1 + al1(z2 + azr .... • • • 
( 

r ( Prk_1+1 ( )Prk 
X Zrl + ar) 1, • • • • • • • • •. • •. • •' Zrk-1+1 + ark_ 1+1) • • • • • •. • • • • •. • • Zrk + ark ' 

......... , 
where p's are integers, positive or negative, and the coefficients, as well 

as a1, a2, ••••••••• , a,.k' a, .•..••... , <J', w~il, w~il, (i=I, 2, •••.••••. ), are in
dependent of the variables. 

25. We now prove that if one of ai, a2, ••••••••• , ar
1 

be zero, then 
all the others will be also. For the sake of brevity, we first consider 

that r1 = 2. Suppose that a1=½:o while a 2=o, and eliminate zi1 and Za, 

(i= I, 2, ..•.••... , n), from 

·········, 

·········, 
and 

This may be done as in §4, and we have 
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1'2 

(38) cp//41, /:,,2, (Z1+a1)Zl2 , Zs, ......... , Z,.)=o, (i=2, ......... , n), 

since /21, /22 and hi· (i= 3, ......... , n; j= I, 2), are algebraic functions 
P2 P2 P2 

of (Z1+a1)z2{ 1 , (Z1 +a1)z2~
1 and (Z1+a1)Zl1 respectively. We have 

however for i = 1 

P2 

(39) '?1(./11, .Im (Z1 + 2a1)Z/1, Z3, ·········, 
P2 

We may eliminate, as in §§5-7, (Z1 + a1)Z/1 , Z3, ......... , Z,. from (38) 
P2 

and .fo=./((Z1 +a1)Z/1 , Z3, ••••••••• , Zn), we have 

where 1p·1 is an irreducible polynomial of the arguments and contains 

/21, ./2-2 explicitly. 
Eliminating ./21 from (1) and (40), we have 

which does not contain ./22 explicitly. For otherwise, considering z22 

as a variable and z11, z12, Z2, Zsi, ••••••••• , Zn2 as constants, all .f's in 1Jl'2 

except./22 are constants while/22 is a variable. This is however impossible 
by (41 ). As 1Jl'2 is a function of ./111 ./12, J~i, .... ..... ,.fn2, ./0 and does not 
contain /21, /22 and z's explicitly, (41) shows that we may eliminate 
Zi, Z2, ••••••••• , Z,. from 'fi=o, (i= 1, 3, ......... , n), and 

P2 

fo=f ((Z1 + a1)Z/1 , Zs, ......... , Zn)· This is however impossible since 
'Pi, (i= 3, ......... , n), are functions of (n- 1) independent variables 

P2 

(Z1 +a1)Z/1 , Z 3, ......... , Z,. while 'f'1 contains another variable Z 2 which 
is independent of the former ones. Accordingly if a2=0, we have also 
a1=0. We may similarly prove that if .f((zi)) be an algebraic function 

P1 P2 Pr 
of (z1 +a1) (z2+a2) .............. (z,

1 
+a,) 1, ai, a2, ••••••••• , a,

1 
are or are 

not zero simultaneously. Similarly for a,
1
+i, ar

1
+ 2, ......... , a,.

2
; a,

2
+1, 

......... , ars; ················ 
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( )
Prl ( Pr4~1+l ( )Prk 

X z,.1 +a,.1 ••• ••• •••• •• •• •••• ' z,.k-1+1 +a,.k-1+1) ••• ••• •••••• z,.k + ark ' 

otz,,.+l••··••Zrk+l <rzr,-1+l••••••z,.s . (\) (1) 

e , .••••...• , e , /p(z,. +1·••·•••••Zr , W1 , W., ), ••••••••• 
s s+I • 

where p's are integers, positive or negative, the coefficients as well as ai, 
(iJ (i) ( • ) • ,J ,J a2, ••••••••• , a,.k' a, ......... , a, w1 , w2 , i= 1, 2, ...•.•... , are inuepenuent 

ef t!te variables and ar,+h a,.,+2, ••••••••• , ari+i' (i=o, 1, •••.••.•. , k- 1 ; 

r0 =o), are or are not zero simultaneously. 
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